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Darling buds
of MAY
A secret garden of floral scents
is unfurling, with rose the
celebrated star of the show
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VALENTINO Valentina Pink
A limited-edition fruity floral fragrance with rose at its heart
is freshened with peony and punctuated by delicious accents
of strawberry and blackberry. Rounded off with cashmeran
and praline, it’s enchanting and playful. 50ml, £59
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Created around a wild rose accord and inspired by
the rich culture of the Middle East, this captivating
creation combines Damask rose with luxurious
osmanthus and mysterious amber. 100ml, £110
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A perfumed portrait of the rose as it blooms
throughout the day, this fragrance is at first fresh and
dewy, with bergamot and blackcurrant. In the midday
heat it mingles with rose de Mai and Damask rose; by
night it’s warmed by musk and honey. 100ml, £75
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ROBERT PIGUET ose Perfection
Classic in style, and glamorous and romantic
in its appeal, this fragrance blooms with the
creamy softness of velvety roses, and is touched
by a base note of sensual musk. 100ml, £135
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JO MALONE LONDON
Peony & Blush Suede
The scent of a quintessential English wedding, notes of
flirtatious peony combine with the juicy bite of red apple
and the opulence of rose, jasmine and gillyflower, mingling
with the sensuality of soft blush suede. 100ml, £82
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The first perfume in her Premier Collection
is a modern interpretation of Aerin Lauder’s
signature flower – the rose, naturally. Crafted
with artisanal attention to detail, it features
rose de Mai, combined with a water accord
for extra transparency. 50ml, £135;
exclusive to Harrods
Available from The Beauty Apothecary and
The Cosmetics and Perfumery Halls, Ground
Floor; and harrods.com
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AERIN ose de Grasse

